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Journal club notes for 1/13/2017
1. Motivation is to make a quantum computer.
2. Want to create a system that operates coherently.
3. People initially tried charge qubits (watched a single charge moving back and forth
between 2 sites – but the decoherence was just too rapid because charges couple to
everything.
4. Quantum Dots look nice because spins behave like individual qubits (up down – and
point anywhere on the Bloch sphere).
5. Spins also decohere due to interactions with nuclear spins (hyperfine). They also are
subject to spin-orbit interactions.
Loss-DiVincenzo proposal for spin-qubits
1. Efficient Initialization
2. Readout
3. Universal set of gates
4. Long coherence times (T1, T2)
5. Scalable

It appears that spin-qubits can do what Loss-DiVincenzo require, except perhaps 4. Things are
mucked up due to hyperfine – but you can get around this by working in systems with no
nuclear spin.
Single dots with single spins don’t work well for quantum computing because there is no good
means to read them out. It was with the discovery of “spin-blockade” by Tarucha’s group that a
method of readout became evident.
SHOW FIGURE 1 AND THEN DESCRIBE DIAGRAM IN FIGURE 2.
GO BACK TO FIGURE 1 AND EXPLAIN CHARGE STABILITY DIAGRAM THERE.
GO TO FIGURE 3AND EXPLAIN WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU APPLY A FINITE BIAS. SHOW ONE
TRIANGLE AND EXPLAIN STABILITY DIAGRAM AND EXCITED STATES
SHOW FIGURE 4 AND EXPLAIN THAT THING DO NOT REVERESE WHEN YOU REVERSE FOR ONE
ELECTRON, BUT THIGNS ARE DIFFERENT FOR 2 ELECTRONS. IF AN ELECTRON TUNNELS INTO A
DOT THAT ALREADY CONTAINS AN ELECTRON, IT WILL NECESSARILY GO INTO A SINGLE STATE.
THEN IT CAN TUNNEL INTO THE OTHER (EMPTY DOT) AND GET OUT. CURRENT WILL FLOW –
THIS IS THE CASE WITH THE GREEN BORDERED PICTURE THAT CORRESPONDS TO FIGURE B. ON
THE OTHER HAND, IF THINGS ARE SET UP SO THAT AN ELECTRONS TUNNELS FROM THE LEADS
INTO AN EMPTY DOT WHILE THE OTHER IS FILLED, THEN THERE ARE TWO POSSIBILITIES. IF THE
ELECTRON TUNNELS INTO A SINGLET, THEN IT CAN GET THROUGH THE ENTIRE STRUCTURE. IF,
ON THE OTHER HAND, IT HAS THE SAME SPIN AS THE SPIN OF THE ELECTRON IN THE
DOWNSTREAM DOT, THEN IT CAN TUNNEL ACROSS BECAUSE IT OULD NEED TO GO INTO THE

NEXT EXCITED STATE. ALSO EXPLAIN THE EDGES WHERE THE DOWNSTREAM DOT LEVEL IS AT
THE FERMI LEVL – THEN YOU CAN GET TRANSPORT ALL THE WAY THROUGH.
GO TO FIGURE 5.
In the 1,1 state of a dot, each electron sees a different effective hyperfine nuclear field. Each
electron samples an effective B-field (an Overhauser field) from about 1,000,000 nuclei.
Different expressions for the (0,2) state and the (1,1) state:

The energy difference between the S and T0 states J depends on the tunnel coupling tc and
the single dot charging energy Ec . When the single dot levels in the two dots are aligned, ! =
in the Hubbard approximation.
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The difference in the nuclear fields ()*,, couples the singlet and triplet spin states. For
example, the z component of the nuclear field couples S(1,1) and T0(1,1) , with the Hamiltonian
in the basis S(1,1), T0(1,1) ((((((WHY IS THE DIAGNONAL ZERO INSTEAD OF
REFLECTING THE DIFFERENCE , ! =
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BETWEEN THE SINGLE AND TRIPLET???)))))

()*,, ~5 01 g=0.4 and 9×1067# !/1 gives T2*=few nanoseconds

The step to M is sudden – the spins have a 25% chance of being in a singlet, and this is the only
way they can move over. They must otherwise flip from a triplet to a singlet.

Explanation for Figure 6

The reason that the times are longer in Fig. 6 is that these are not T2 times that matter. The
electron actually has to change its energy state to go from the triplet to a singlet. It involves T1
time (much longer – requires inelastic scattering with nuclei) and then inelastic tunneling.

FIGURE 7
Describe the splitting diagram. The splitting on the black lines is just due to tunneling. Then
there are the triplets. The triplets evolve independently from the singlets because they don’t
mix with the singlets. The splitting with the lower S state to the T0 state is called “J” and for
large negative detuning, ! = 4:;7 /<; . This makes sense because the S state is reduced in energy
from the triplet because the triplet is forbidden from virtual tunneling events across to the
other side – so there is less Coulomb energy (this is why J is called the exchange term).

At the place (green line) where S crosses T+, a fast switching to the T+ state can occur, and this
reduces Ps. So, you see that there is an arc depending on how far back you go with the
detuning and magnetic field. This arc traces the position of the S-T+ crossing. You can
determine J this way.

Figure 8

Goes to ½ with field on rather than

Figure 9

Move quickly through the S-T+ so as to stay in S and not mix in T+. The sequence here has a
slow, adiabatic in step once beyond S-T+ crossing. Sweep is lso enough (much longer than T2*)
so that you end up in the ground state of the hyperfine fields.

Figure 10.

Just as a beam splitter switches into two possible outcomes – Landau Zener tunneling works the
same way.
Figure 11
The probability to stay in the same state PLZ is given by =>? = @
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Here, 2Δ is the splitting between states at the crossing (Δ is just the off diagonal matrix
element).
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Now, it turns out that S and T+ are actually mixed by nuclear hyperfine fields.
Can also think about beam splitter this way – time to pass through the mixing zone is Δ/G. You
L
LM
can describe this as an energy scale = . Compare this energy scale with Δ.
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60 neV= 0.06 microvolts 1mK=100 neV. Fridge temperature is 8mK and electron temperature
is at 90mK. I guess this doesn’t matter…..

Figure 12
Go through the beam splitter and try to make PLZ=50%. Then you have a superposition of S and
T+ (eigen)states. The superposition then oscillates with the difference frequency.
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DARK IN THE IMAGES IS HIGH PS. YELLOW IS A PS OF 0.5
Figure 13
External field is 100 mT. If you reduce the field to 50 mT, then you decrease the splitting which
slows the precession rate between the states. You then see a larger spacing in time.
WHY TO THE OSCILLATIONS LAST LONGER THAN T2*=10 NANOSECONDS?

